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Abstract

The observation of infrasound signals in the vicinity of volcanoes is a power-

ful tool to understand the source of explosive volcanic activity. Although the

propagation of infrasound signals is affected by the local topography, such ef-

fects are often ignored in the analysis, leading to potential misinterpretation

of the source parameters. In this study, we propose a simple low-cost method

of evaluating the attenuation of infrasound signals by topographical barriers.

In this method, the first step approximates the elevation profile between the

source and station into one thin screen-like barrier. Then, a mathematically

exact solution of a sound diffraction problem is adopted to evaluate the at-

tenuation of the infrasound amplitudes. To assess the validity of this method,

the obtained estimates are compared with actual infrasound data observed at
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Sakurajima volcano, Japan. The results show that the estimates of relative

amplitude to a reference station are more accurate than those considering

only geometrical spreading, suggesting that the proposed method provides a

useful first-order investigation of the attenuation of infrasound signals. The

spatial distribution of the attenuation in the entire area of the volcano was

also estimated, revealing a significant contrast between the eastern and west-

ern sides of the study area. Variations in signal attenuation also depend on

the radial distance from the crater and were mainly attributed to variations

of the relative screen height to the incident wavelength.
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Highlights

• Volcanic infrasound signals are attenuated by topographical barriers.

• Infrasound wave attenuation is estimated using a sound-diffraction-

based method.

• Diffraction by topography is essential to estimate infrasound ampli-

tudes.

1. Introduction1

Infrasound signals (sound waves with frequencies < 20 Hz) generated2

by volcanic explosions contain information that directly reflect the explosive3

source processes at the crater. Observed amplitudes of infrasound records4

can be converted into a number of physical quantities, such as the volumet-5

ric flow rate of gas emissions into the atmosphere (Johnson, 2003; Johnson6
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et al., 2004) and the volume of gas slugs breaking into discrete explosions7

(Delle Donne et al., 2016). These conversions can further our understand-8

ing of the source processes of volcanic eruptions. Therefore, during the last9

decade, observations of infrasound pressure fluctuations have become an im-10

portant tool for the interpretation of various eruptive phenomena and have11

been conducted at volcanoes worldwide (Garcés et al., 2013; Matoza et al.,12

2019).13

Aiming to derive source parameters from observed infrasound records,14

the effects on their propagation from the source to a station need to be con-15

sidered. It is generally assumed that an infrasound wave radiates from a16

monopole source that is either an isotropic gas expansion in a Strombolian17

explosion or a transient gas emission with an acceleration of the volumetric18

flow rate (e.g., Vergniolle and Brandeis, 1994; Johnson et al., 2008; Johnson19

and Miller, 2014). On this assumption, the observed amplitude of the infra-20

sound wave is proportional to the inverse of the distance between a source21

and station based on geometrical spreading (Lighthill, 1978). Many studies22

have adopted this relationship to estimate the volumetric flow rate from infra-23

sound data (Johnson, 2003; Johnson et al., 2004; Johnson and Miller, 2014).24

To simplify data processing, effects other than geometrical spreading tend to25

be ignored. It is known, however, that infrasound signals are affected by the26

atmospheric structure and local topography (Fee and Matoza, 2013; Matoza27

et al., 2019). Vertical profiles of air temperature and wind speed can provide28

wave refraction (Fee and Garcés, 2007; Lacanna et al., 2014). In addition,29

infrasound waves are often diffracted and reflected due to topographical bar-30

riers of volcanoes such as crater rims, ridges, and hills (Kim and Lees, 2011;31
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Kim et al., 2012; Lacanna and Ripepe, 2013). In recent years, these effects32

have been incorporated into numerical simulations of wave propagation re-33

flecting the development of finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation34

techniques (Kim and Lees, 2011, 2014; Matoza et al., 2009). While the im-35

pact of the atmospheric structure is evident for long-distance propagation of36

infrasound waves (de Groot-Hedlin et al., 2011; Lacanna et al., 2014), the37

atmospheric contribution is often ignored in cases of local infrasound obser-38

vations because it has negligible effects on the signals (Kim et al., 2015; Fee39

et al., 2017; Iezzi et al., 2019). On the other hand, ignoring the effects of40

topography near the source can be problematic, leading to over- or underes-41

timation of the volumetric flow rate (Kim et al., 2015). Therefore, for a more42

quantitative discussion of the source processes of volcanic explosions, the to-43

pographical effects should be included in the analysis of such infrasound data44

(Lacanna and Ripepe, 2013).45

Three-dimensional (3-D) FDTD simulations of infrasound propagation46

are an effective way to evaluate the topographical effects on the observed47

data. However, the costs of such numerical simulations are high. Although a48

2-D FDTD simulation is not too difficult to perform on a personal computer49

(Lacanna and Ripepe, 2013), the 3-D simulation needs substantial computa-50

tional resources, including calculation space and time (Kim and Lees, 2014).51

To reduce calculation costs, additional graphics processing units were used52

for parallel calculations by Kim and Lees (2014). A simple way to quan-53

titatively evaluate the effects of topography on the infrasound propagation,54

without any high-cost numerical simulations, would allow the estimation of55

source parameters effortlessly. For example, such a simple method could be56
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helpful for a scenario of a rapidly changing crater geometry resulting from57

successive eruptions. In addition, it would provide an indicator of the topo-58

graphical effect when searching for suitable positions of infrasound stations59

in advance.60

In this study, a simple method for the evaluation of topographical impacts61

on infrasound signals is proposed. In general, a sound wave, which usually62

refers to audible bands with frequencies of 20 Hz – 20 kHz, propagating out-63

doors interacts with the topography in various ways (refer to review papers;64

e.g., Embleton, 1996). For example, 1) a topographical barrier attenuates65

the observed amplitudes, 2) some signals can be amplified by superposition66

of reflected waves at topographic irregularities, 3) a sound wave scatters on67

uneven ground, or 4) a sound field near the ground depends on the acoustic68

impedance of the ground. Here, the focus is primarily on the attenuation69

of amplitudes by topographical barriers between the infrasound source and70

the station as a first step. Lacanna and Ripepe (2013) reported that the71

observed amplitude of infrasound signals at a volcanic field is attenuated72

compared with the estimated values from geometrical spreading. However,73

the quantitative prediction of such attenuations has been difficult. Theoret-74

ically, sound diffraction by a simply shaped obstacle (e.g., a thin screen or a75

wedge) has been well studied by acousticians (e.g., Pierce, 1989). Moreover,76

the sound field affected by an obstacle with a complicated shape, such as77

a mountain or building, can be estimated by approximating its shape to a78

simple one (Maekawa, 1968). Based on this idea, the volcanic topographical79

barriers are simplified as one screen like a thin noise barrier. The attenuation80

of the amplitude of the infrasound signals is assessed by applying an exact81
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solution of a diffraction problem (Macdonald, 1915). Then, the estimation82

results are compared with actual infrasound data acquired at Sakurajima83

volcano to confirm the validity of the proposed method. Specifically, we de-84

termine whether our method can provide better amplitude estimates than the85

method considering only geometrical spreading. In addition, we investigate86

the most effective topographic characteristics for attenuation of infrasound87

signals at volcanic fields.88

2. Attenuation of infrasound amplitude based on the solution of89

the diffraction problem90

A solution of the diffraction problem of a sound wave was applied to91

estimate the attenuation of infrasound signals by the topographical barriers92

of volcanoes. The most typical and fundamental problem of sound diffraction93

is wave diffraction by a semi-infinite thin screen (Fig. 1a). For the estimation94

of the signal attenuation, a classic and primary mathematical exact solution95

of this setting was adopted (Macdonald, 1915; Bowman and Senior, 1969).96

This solution is used to this day for assessments of approximate schemes or97

numerical simulations (e.g., Menounou, 2001; Li and Wong, 2005). It assures98

highly accurate estimations regardless of the positions of source and receiver99

relative to a screen (Kawai and Itow, 1976).100

First, the pressure field p0 in the vicinity of a harmonic monopole source101

was assumed to be given by102

p0 =
eikR

4πR
, (1)

where R is the distance from the source to the receiver and k the wavelength.

For simplicity, a time-dependent factor of e−iωt (ω is angular frequency) was
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omitted from the equation. In this case, Macdonald’s rigorous solution pro-

vides a theoretical pressure field p affected by a rigid semi-infinite screen as

follows (Li and Wong, 2005):

p =
ik

4π

∫ ∞

ς1

H(1)
1 (kR + s2)√
s2 + 2kR

ds+
ik

4π

∫ ∞

ς2

H(1)
1 (kRm + s2)√
s2 + 2kRm

ds, (2)

ς1 = sgn(|θs − θr|− π)
√
k(R′ −R), (3)

ς2 = sgn(θs + θr − π)
√

k(R′ −Rm), (4)

where Rm is the image source–receiver distance and R′ the shortest distance103

from the source to the receiver over the top of the screen (Fig. 1a). H(1)
1 is the104

Hankel function of the first kind. In Eqs. (3) and (4), sgn is the sign function105

and θs and θr are the angles formed by the screen and the source, and the106

receiver, respectively, in a counterclockwise direction (Fig. 1a). Eq. (2) shows107

that the sound field is composed of two integrals; the first term corresponds to108

the contribution of the source, the second term accounts for that of the image109

source. These integrals are related to the integral representation of a spherical110

wave in the cylindrical polar system (Li and Wong, 2005). The pressure p0111

in Eq. (1) decays with increasing distance (geometrical spreading), while the112

pressure p in Eq. (2) is further impacted by a semi-infinite screen inserted113

between a source and receiver.114

If a screen stands on the ground, the signal reflection at the ground should115

be considered. In this case, there are four sound rays from a source to a116

receiver (Fig. 1b) and they are interfering each other: (i) a direct ray, (ii) a117

ray reflected at the source side, (iii) a ray reflected at the receiver side, and118

(iv) a ray reflected at both sides. Generally, for infrasound observations at119

volcanoes, both the source and the observation station are assumed to be120
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on the ground. In these situations, assuming that the ground is rigid, all121

four rays should theoretically become coherent (Kurze, 1974). As a result,122

the observed pressure with the screen on the ground pw can be obtained by123

simply quadrupling the amplitude of the pressure p from Eq. (2):124

pw = 4p

=
ik

π

∫ ∞

ς1

H(1)
1 (kR + s2)√
s2 + 2kR

ds+
ik

π

∫ ∞

ς2

H(1)
1 (kRm + s2)√
s2 + 2kRm

ds.
(5)

However, a problem arises when the height of the screen is very low, probably125

due to the approximate nature of this approach. Assuming the pressure pwo126

generated by a monopole source on the ground (i.e., a monopole source in a127

half-space without a screen) as128

pwo = 2p0, (6)

the pressure pw is expected to converge into pwo by bringing R′ close to R in129

Eq. (5) (i.e., the height of the screen is set to zero on the ground). However,130

the contribution of the second term of Eq. (5) does not vanish as anticipated131

and the convergence into pwo does not happen, leading to an overestimation132

of the pressure amplitude. To resolve this problem, no screen was installed133

for relative heights of the screen to wavelength < 0.1.134

In order to quantify the attenuation of the infrasound amplitude by a135

screen on the ground, an indicator α was defined as:136

α =

∣∣∣∣
pw
pwo

∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣
4p

2p0

∣∣∣∣. (7)

Here, α is the ratio of the amplitude affected by both a topographical barrier137

and geometrical spreading to the amplitude only affected by geometrical138
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spreading. The smaller α, the more the amplitude is attenuated by the139

topography. According to Eqs. (5) and (7), α depends on four variables:140

R, Rm, R′, and k. To intuitively understand features of α, these variables141

were transformed into four different variables: the source-receiver distance142

on the ground L, the source-screen distance L′, the screen height H, and the143

wavelength of the incident wave λ (Fig. 2a). To investigate how α depends144

on these alternative variables, they were normalized as L/λ, H/λ, and L′/L145

(Fig. 2b–e). In most cases, infrasound observation stations in the vicinity of146

volcanoes are located a few hundred meters to a few kilometers away from147

a source to target signals with main energy concentrations of < 5 Hz (e.g.,148

Johnson and Ripepe, 2011). Therefore, when assuming that L is 0–5000 m149

and λ is 50–500 m, L/λ becomes 0–100. According to the reciprocal property150

of Greenʟs function (Morse and Ingard, 1986), L′/L can be 0–0.5. The screen151

height H was changed to satisfy H/L < 1. When these parameters vary in152

the above ranges, α becomes small (i.e., the amplitude is more attenuated)153

as the relative height of the screen to the wavelength H/λ increases (Fig. 2b,154

c). With constant H/λ, α increases with the growth of L/λ, but the rate155

of increase gradually decreases (Fig. 2d). The variation of L′/L does not156

significantly affect the value of α in L/λ < 10 (Fig. 2c, e).157

3. Validation of the proposed method158

In order to evaluate the proposed method for estimating the attenuation159

of infrasound signals, the synthetic amplitudes at infrasound stations around160

Sakurajima volcano, Japan, were calculated and the results compared with161

the observed data. In a study of acoustics, Maekawa (1968) suggested that162
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the reduction of signal amplitude can be estimated by approximating a to-163

pographical barrier to an equivalent screen. Following this idea, each topo-164

graphical profile between the source and nine stations around Sakurajima165

(Fig. 3a) was simplified into a single thin screen (Fig. 3b). Eq. (5) was used166

for the estimation, assuming that a monopole source was situated at the ac-167

tive Showa crater located on the eastern flank of the volcano (Fig. 3a). The168

wavelength of the incident wave was 680 m (0.5 Hz at the speed of sound169

in air 340 m/s), which is comparable to the dominant frequency of actual170

infrasound data. The elevation profile between the source and each station171

was approximated by a screen perpendicular to the slanted line directly con-172

necting the source and the station (Fig. 3b). The height of each screen was173

defined as the maximum relative height from the slanted line in the elevation174

profile. The screen was set at the position of maximum relative height. A175

high-resolution (5 m) digital elevation model (DEM) was used for the calcu-176

lation. This DEM combined a 10-m DEM of the entire area of Sakurajima177

published by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan in 2012 and178

a 5-m DEM around the crater acquired during laser surveys conducted by179

the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism in180

October 2016.181

Infrasound data of 31 Vulcanian explosions that occurred at the Showa182

crater from August 31 to September 26, 2017 were used for evaluation. The183

energy of infrasound signals was concentrated at frequencies < 0.8 Hz and184

mainly between 0.4 Hz and 0.5 Hz. In this study, we used amplitudes of 0.5185

Hz in the frequency domain as a representative value because the dominant186

frequency observed at the majority of stations was 0.5 Hz. The example187
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at a frequency of 0.4 Hz is shown in a supplementary file. This frequency188

component was transformed from the waveform of the 10-s window from 2189

s before the arrival time of signals. To compare the estimated and observed190

amplitudes, the amplitudes at all stations were normalized using those at191

the KUR station (|pw/pKUR
w |) for each event. The KUR station is commonly192

used as a reference station because it is located on the line-of-sight from the193

Showa crater (Yokoo et al., 2014; Johnson and Miller, 2014).194

To assess whether the estimates match the observed relative amplitudes195

of the infrasound data, the standard deviation distance S was applied. The196

standard deviation distance is defined as S = |X − µ|/σ where X is the197

estimated amplitude, and µ and σ are the average and standard deviation198

of the observed amplitudes, respectively. This indicates whether a sample is199

included in a population assumed to have a normal distribution. Almost all200

samples (99.7%) in the population lie within a range of S < 3 (i.e., where201

the difference from the mean is within ±3σ).202

A comparison of the obtained estimates with the observed data shows203

that the estimated relative amplitudes are closer to the observed data at204

most stations than those based on the geometrical spreading consideration205

alone (Fig. 3c, Table 1). The decaying amplitudes expected from geomet-206

rical spreading (1/R) are illustrated by a black line in Fig. 3c, and are not207

compatible with the observed values at the KIT, ARI, HAR, SET, and SVO208

stations. Especially at KIT and SVO, however, our estimates fall in the209

range of ±3σ of the observed distributions. Although the estimates at ARI210

and HAR are out of the range of ±3σ of the observation, the values of S are211

substantially improved compared to those of 1/R. However, the S at SET212
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does not change considerably between the estimate using the screen and 1/R,213

and is also out of the range of ±3σ. The values of α at the stations on the214

western side of Sakurajima volcano (HAR, SVO) are ∼0.6, in contrast to215

0.8–1 at the stations on the eastern side (Table 1). In particular, the differ-216

ence in α between HAR (on the western side) and KUR (on the eastern side)217

is significant (∼0.4), even though the difference in the slanted distance from218

the source to the stations is only a few percent (Fig. 3b).219

These results suggest that the proposed method is useful as a first step for220

estimating infrasound relative amplitudes observed around volcanoes. In the221

estimation, only sound diffraction by a simple screen is considered, whereas222

fine-scale undulations of topographic relief or 3-D propagation effects such223

as wrap-around waves and reflection of infrasound signals are ignored. Nev-224

ertheless, the calculated relative amplitudes are better than those derived by225

considering geometrical spreading alone at almost all stations around Saku-226

rajima volcano. Moreover, our estimates are within the range of ±3σ of the227

observation at five out of eight stations. Therefore, an infrasound relative228

amplitude observed at a station can be estimated as a first-order approxi-229

mation by considering attenuation by topographical barriers in addition to230

geometrical spreading. In other words, the two factors of geometrical spread-231

ing and attenuation by topography should be considered as a priority when232

estimating the approximate spatial distribution of infrasound signals.233

However, it is important to note that the estimated amplitudes at ARI,234

HAR, and SET stations do not fall in the observed ranges. These discrep-235

ancies between the estimates and observations cannot be explained by a236

change of the effective sound speed (supplementary file). Therefore, we con-237
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clude that such discrepancies may be caused by ignoring the 3-D topography.238

The relative amplitudes estimated from 3-D numerical simulations of infra-239

sound propagation are within the range of the observed distribution at all240

stations (supplementary file). Further investigation into the type of topog-241

raphy that leads to such discrepancies would improve our understanding of242

the topographic impact on infrasound propagation.243

4. Control parameter of the spatial change of infrasound signal244

attenuation245

To better understand how the attenuation of infrasound signals changes246

spatially in a real volcanic environment, the spatial distribution of α was cal-247

culated for the entire area of Sakurajima volcano. To this end, the pressure248

amplitudes (pwo and pw from Eqs. (5) and (6)) were estimated at each node249

in a grid with 200 m spacing. These pressures are generated from a monopole250

source (infrasound wave with λ = 680 m) situated inside the Showa crater.251

When only geometrical spreading is considered, as is usually the case in vol-252

canic infrasound studies (e.g., Johnson, 2003), the distribution of pwo shows253

a concentric pattern centered in the crater (Fig. 4a). On the other hand,254

the distribution pattern of the pressure pw resulting from the insertion of the255

screen is highly distorted on the western side of the crater (Fig. 4b). The256

ratio of these two pressures denoted by α (Eq. (7)) ranges from 0.49 – 1 in257

the entire area. A notable feature in the spatial distribution map of α is258

a significant contrast (∼0.4) between the eastern and western side of Saku-259

rajima (Fig. 4c). Its boundary appears to cross the summit of the volcano260

roughly in a north-south direction.261
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Fig. 4c also shows how α changes with the radial distance from the source262

in all four geographic directions (north, south, east, and west). The value263

of α drastically drops (20–50%) with increasing distance from the source,264

however, its variation becomes limited with increasing distance. For example,265

in the westward direction (top panel of Fig. 4c), α decreases at a pace of266

∼0.3/km until 2 km is reached. At distances > 2 km, α slightly increases267

(∼0.02/km) at a pace one order of magnitude smaller than that near the268

source. The changing rates of α between the near and far ranges in the other269

three geographic directions also differ by one order of magnitude.270

Variations of α with the radial distance are similar in all directions (Fig. 5a,271

b). As mentioned in section 2, the value of α can be described by three nor-272

malized parameters, L/λ, H/λ, and L′/L (Fig. 2). Using L/λ instead of the273

exact horizontal distance, a sharp drop and subsequent slight increase of α274

at small and large L/λ are recognized, corresponding to variations seen in275

Fig. 4c (Fig. 5a, b). Although the exact position of α’s turning point is not276

constant for all directions, it seems to correspond to the maximum of H/λ in277

each radial variation (circles in Fig. 5c, d). Hereafter, this point is referred278

to as point Q. While the point Q’s in the radial changes of α on the western279

side of Sakurajima volcano (red lines in Fig. 5a, b) are highly scattered in280

the range of L/λ ≥ 3, those on the eastern side (blue lines) are concentrated281

where L/λ ranges between 1 and 3.282

The observed radial variations of α can be explained by the radial vari-283

ation of H/λ. In the case of the Sakurajima volcano, the three normalized284

parameters, L/λ, H/λ, and L′/L, range between 0–10, 0–1, and 0–0.5, re-285

spectively. Within these ranges, the change of L′/L hardly affects α (Fig. 2c,286
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e). Therefore, the radial variation of α mainly depends on the variation of287

H/λ with increasing L/λ. Where L/λ is smaller than L/λ at point Q (close288

to the crater), H/λ rapidly increases (Fig. 5c). This change of H/λ causes289

the observed distinct decrease of α (Fig. 2b). On the other hand, beyond290

point Q, H/λ is almost constant with increasing L/λ (Fig. 5d), resulting in291

a low changing rate for α at greater distances (Fig. 2d).292

Moreover, the radial variations ofH/λ depend on the geographic direction293

from the crater. In particular, the variations to the west of the volcano294

conspicuously differ from those to the east (Fig. 5c, d). This is probably due295

to the crater being located on the eastern flank of the volcano (Fig. 3a). On296

the western side of the crater, a high-elevation summit area causes increasing297

values of the relative height of screen H/λ for a few km (until L/λ > 3)298

(Fig. 5c). On the opposite side, however, no unique obstacles, with the299

exception of the crater rim, exist. Consequently, the increase ofH/λ suddenly300

stops near the crater (where L/λ ranges between 1 and 3) (Fig. 5d). This301

difference in the spatial elevation profile between the eastern and western302

sides of the volcano yields the apparent directivity of the attenuation of303

infrasound waves (Fig. 4c). It also suggests that H/λ is the more effective304

parameter for the attenuation of infrasound signals at volcanic sites.305
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5. Conclusion306

The attenuation of the amplitude of infrasound signals caused by topo-307

graphical barriers at a volcano was evaluated by applying a simple method308

based on the exact solution of a fundamental sound diffraction problem. In309

this method, the topographical profile between a source and a station was310

simplified as a single thin screen. Validation of the proposed method using311

infrasound data from stations around Sakurajima volcano revealed that the312

estimated relative amplitudes were closer to the observed distributions than313

those estimated by considering geometrical spreading alone. Therefore, the314

proposed method is useful as a first step for estimating the spatial distribution315

of infrasound signals without the need for costly numerical simulations. In316

other words, geometrical spreading and attenuation by topographical barriers317

are thought to be the first and second most important factors controlling the318

approximate spatial distribution of infrasound signals. Moreover, the spatial319

distribution of the attenuation indicator α at Sakurajima volcano, i.e., the320

ratio of the amplitudes with and without the screen, showed a significant321

contrast between the eastern and western sides of the volcano. In the radial322

direction from the crater, the changing rate of α between near and far ranges323

is different by one order of magnitude. These characteristics of α’s variation324

mainly result from the change of the normalized parameter H/λ, the relative325

height of the screen to the wavelength of the infrasound signal.326

The proposed method can provide the spatial distribution of infrasound327

signals without the need for costly simulation. This distribution would help328

to search for proper areas for infrasound observation or to interpret the am-329

plitude difference between different stations. However, the applicability of330
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the proposed method to other volcanoes has not yet been confirmed. Future331

research should confirm the validity of the proposed method by investigat-332

ing whether the estimation results match actual infrasound data at other333

volcano sites with more complex topographies. If the actual data have a334

different dominant frequency from the one discussed in this study (0.5 Hz),335

such data will be more suitable to identify the limitations of this method.336

For comparison between observations and estimates, relative amplitudes to337

the reference station were used in this study. Thus, even if over- or under-338

estimates occur at all stations, these estimation errors could be canceled by339

scaling the estimated amplitudes to a reference value. Therefore, further340

evaluation of the absolute amplitudes would be necessary to further develop341

this method.342
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Figure captions453

Fig. 1 Schematic models for the diffraction of the sound wave by a screen.454

(a) A semi-infinite screen is installed between a source and receiver. The455

source and the image source are linearly symmetrical with the screen. R, Rm,456

and R′ are the source-receiver distance, the image source-receiver distance,457

and the shortest distance from the source to the receiver over the top of458

the screen, respectively. θs is the angle from the screen to the source in a459

counterclockwise direction, and θr is the angle formed between the screen460

and the receiver. (b) When a screen stands on the ground, there are four461
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sound rays from the source to the receiver. One is (i) the direct ray from the462

source to the receiver (red line), while (ii)-(iv) the others are reflected on the463

ground at the source side (red dashed line), at the receiver side (black dashed464

line), and at both sides (black line), respectively. When both the source and465

the receiver are close to the ground, these four rays become coherent.466

Fig. 2 The attenuation indicator α depends on three normalized parameters,467

L/λ, H/λ, and L′/L.468

(a) The screen standing on the ground is characterized by three parameters:469

the distance from a source to a receiver L, that from a source to a screen470

L′, and the height of a screen H. λ is the incident wavelength. (b), (c) The471

variations of the value of α depend on those parameters. They range between472

0–100 (L/λ), 0–15 (H/λ), and 0–0.5 (L′/L), assuming the deployment of473

infrasound stations in the vicinity of volcanoes. H and L satisfy H/L < 1. α474

decreases with increasing H/λ under fixed values of L′/L (0.01, 0.1, and 0.5)475

and L/λ (1, 10, and 100). (d), (e) The variations of α at L/λ < 10. While476

α increases with L/λ, its increasing rate gradually decreases. The variation477

of L′/L does not have a large impact on α in this range as shown in (e).478

Fig. 3 Infrasound observation in Sakurajima volcano.479

(a) Map of nine infrasound stations at Sakurajima volcano. White squares480

indicate temporary stations installed from August 31 to September 26, 2017.481

Black and gray squares are permanent stations installed by the Disaster Pre-482

vention Research Institute of Kyoto University and the National Research483

Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience, respectively. The Showa484

crater is located on the eastern flank of the volcano, where Vulcanian explo-485
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sions frequently occurred during our observation period in 2017. (b) The rel-486

ative height of topographical profiles between the source and stations (HAR,487

KUR, and JIG). These profiles are rotated around the source so that the488

source and a station are on the same horizontal line. The screens (vertical489

black line) were installed at the positions where the relative height of the490

topography reaches the maximum value in each profile. Its height equals the491

screen’s height. (c) Comparison between the estimated and observed ampli-492

tudes of infrasound signals. The amplitudes are normalized to the value at493

KUR station located on the line-of-sight from the Showa crater. Histograms494

show the distributions of observed amplitudes of 31 explosion events. Red495

circles indicate the estimated pressure amplitudes with screens (|pw/pwKUR|).496

The decaying amplitude considering only geometrical spreading is also shown497

as a solid line. The estimated values are closer to the observations than those498

derived by considering geometrical spreading alone at most stations.499

Fig. 4 Estimated amplitudes in the entire area of Sakurajima volcano.500

(a) The distribution of pressure without the screen pwo estimated from Eq.501

(6). The infrasound source is located in the Showa crater (the intersection502

of dashed lines). The pressure is calculated at each grid node with 200 m503

spacing. Its distribution represents a concentric pattern centered in the crater504

because the pressure decays inversely with the distance from the source to505

the node. (b) The distribution of pressure with the screen pw (Eq. (5)).506

Compared to (a), the distribution is highly distorted on the western side of507

the crater. (c) The 2-D spatial and horizontal distributions of α (= |pw/pwo|;508

Eq. (7)) in Sakurajima. In the top view, the darker color indicates that509

observed amplitudes are well attenuated. There is a significant contrast of510
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α between the eastern and western sides of the crater. In the horizontal511

distributions in the top and side panels, α characteristically changes with512

distance from the crater for all four geographic directions (north, south, east,513

and west). Although α significantly decreases near the source (0.1–0.4/km),514

it increases slightly far from the source (0.005–0.04/km).515

Fig. 5 Radial variations of α and H/λ against L/λ.516

(a), (b) Radial distributions of α. Red lines represent the variations west517

of the crater, blue lines east of it. The changing trends of α are divided518

into two parts before and beyond the point Q’s (circles), where H/λ reaches519

the maximum in each direction (c, d). In the area closer to the crater than520

point Q (a), α drops considerably with increasing L/λ. Beyond point Q, α521

slightly increases (b). The value of α on the western side of the volcano is522

∼0.4 smaller than that on the eastern side. (c), (d) Radial distributions of523

H/λ before and beyond the point Q’s. H/λ increases near the source, but524

becomes almost constant at a distance.525
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Figure 4: Estimated amplitudes in the entire area of Sakurajima volcano.
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Table 1: Standard deviation distances S at infrasound stations around

Sakurajima volcano.

station slant distance (m) α
S

screen 1/R1 ∆2

KIT 2251 0.85 1.8 3.4 -1.6

ARI 2359 0.81 4.6 7.7 -3.1

NAB 2657 0.96 1.4 1.8 -0.4

HAR 3401 0.57 4.4 11.7 -7.3

KUR 3572 0.97 (reference)

JIG 3600 0.96 2.1 2.0 0.1

SET 4185 0.98 4.9 4.7 0.2

KOM 4546 0.96 1.3 1.4 -0.1

SVO 6218 0.60 0.3 3.3 -3.0

1 1/R: geometrical spreading

2 ∆: difference between the values of screen and 1/R
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Supplementary file

In Section 3, the relative amplitudes at the infrasound stations of Sakurajima volcano were cal-
culated using the proposed theoretical method and compared with the observed values. Amplitudes
of 0.5 Hz in the frequency domain were employed. The homogeneous speed of sound in air was
assumed to be 340 m/s. These conditions are reflected in the wavenumber k (= 2π/(c/f)) shown
in Eq. (5). Here, we investigated the effect of different 1) frequency and 2) sound speed values on
the results of our method. In addition, 3) the effect of 3-D topography, which was not considered
by the screen, was computed using a 3-D numerical simulation.

1) Frequency
An amplitude of 0.5 Hz in the frequency domain was used as the representative value in Section

3. However, the dominant frequency of observed data at some stations was 0.4 Hz (Fig. S1).
Therefore, a frequency of 0.4 Hz was used to compute the synthetic amplitudes and compare them
with the observed data in the same way as that shown in Fig. 3c.

2) Sound speed
The speed of sound in air was assumed to be 340 m/s in Section 3. However, the effective sound

speed depends on the atmospheric temperature and wind speed. Therefore, we investigated how
wide the range of estimated amplitudes can be made by varying the effective sound speed. The
maximum/minimum temperatures and the maximum wind speed recorded in September 2017 at
the JMA station, located 10 km west of the crater, were 34.6/17.7 ℃ and 22.8 m/s, respectively.
Considering these temperatures, the effective sound speed in air was 342.1–351.9 m/s for a no-wind
condition. Considering the wind data (i.e., headwind and tailwind at 22.8 m/s), the range of the
effective sound speed can be further increased to 319.3–374.7 m/s. The end-members of the range
of relative amplitudes can be estimated by using the maximum and minimum sound speeds toward
the reference and target stations, respectively (and vice versa).

3) Effect of 3-D topography
A 3-D numerical simulation of infrasound propagation was performed to investigate the impact

of 3-D topography, which was not included in the screen approximation. We used the infraFDTD
code (Kim and Lees, 2014) for the calculation. The elevation model of Sakurajima was a 5-m DEM,
equal to that for the screen approximation. The source time function was assumed to be a harmonic
monopole source (peak frequency f = 0.5 and 0.4 Hz). The profile of the sound speed was a 1-D
vertical structure, in which sound speed at the ground surface was 346.6 m/s based on the average
temperature in September 2017 at the JMA station, and its gradient was assumed to be -0.05
(m/s)/m (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration et al., 1976). The calculation time
step was 0.005 s and the duration was 40 s. For comparison with the observed values, the relative
amplitudes in the frequency domain were transformed from the waveform of the 10-s window from
2 s before the arrival time of signals as well as the observed data.

The results of these investigations are summarized as follows and shown in Fig. S2. The standard
deviation distances S are listed in Table S1.

1) The estimated relative amplitudes of 0.4 Hz (Fig. S2b) are closer to the observed distribution
than those of 1/R (geometrical spreading), indicating the same result as the estimation at 0.5

1



Hz (Fig. 3c). Therefore, as long as the dominant frequency is used, it is confirmed that our
method can more accurately estimate relative amplitude than the method that only considers
geometrical spreading. However, we note that the relative amplitudes estimated using a screen
less change between 0.5 and 0.4 Hz than the observed data (Fig. S2). Ignoring 3-D topography
in the proposed method may be one of the causes of such a difference in the sensitivity to
frequency changes. Therefore, a lot of care would be needed to apply this method when signals
have no obvious dominant frequency common to all stations.

2) The variation of relative amplitude due to a change in effective sound speed (error bars in
Fig. S2) is not significant. This result implies that the discrepancies between the observations
and the estimates at ARI, HAR, and SET stations (Fig. 3c) are not due to the effective sound
speed.

3) The relative amplitudes of the 3-D numerical simulation fall within the range of the observed
distribution (±3σ), suggesting that the discrepancies between observations and estimates at
ARI, HAR, and SET stations (Fig. 3c) are mainly caused by ignoring the 3-D topography.
Therefore, for a more precise estimation, it may be necessary to include some additional
procedures in the proposed method. For example, the method should consider interaction
between sound waves and asymmetric crater walls (Kim et al., 2012) or uneven ground surfaces.
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Figure S1: Amplitude spectra of infrasound signals observed around Sakurajima. Spectra are transformed from the
10-s waveform from 2 s before the arrival time. Histograms show the peak frequencies (in the range of 0.2–0.8 Hz;
hatched area) of 31 events.
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Figure S2: Comparison of relative amplitudes between estimates and observations. Red circles indicate our estimates
using the screen approximation, and error bars show the ranges estimated using different effective sound speeds.
Blue squares are the results of 3-D numerical simulation (FDTD). Black line represents the values derived by only
considering geometrical spreading (1/R). (a) f = 0.5 Hz, and (b) f = 0.4 Hz.
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Table S1: Standard deviation distances S at infrasound stations around
Sakurajima volcano.

station
S (f = 0.5 Hz) S (f = 0.4 Hz)

1/R screen FDTD 1/R screen FDTD
KIT 3.4 1.8 1.1 5.5 3.5 0.7
ARI 7.7 4.6 0.2 10.4 7.2 1.7
NAB 1.8 1.4 1.8 4.8 4.5 0.5
HAR 11.7 4.4 0.4 5.4 0.9 0.5
KUR (reference)
JIG 2.0 2.1 2.7 7.0 7.1 4.2
SET 4.7 4.9 2.8 0.0 0.1 2.0
KOM 1.4 1.3 1.0 2.5 2.2 0.6
SVO 3.3 0.3 0.5 0.9 1.3 1.9
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